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Owensboro Junior
Crowned Miss EKU

Photos by Robert Babbage

I've Heard Of Chipping In . . . But

New State Law Requires
May 29, 1973 County Primary,
BY LISA COLLINS
but to be eligible to vote in the
Staff Writer
November 7 General Election
voters
must re-register by
Kentucky has a new election
September
24, 1973.
law. Due to action by the 1972
Re-registration
may be done
General
Assembly
the
by
writing
to
the
County Clerk
residency requirement for
and
asking
for
a
registration
voting is now 30 days, thus
allowing students to vote in form or going to the County
Clerk's office at the courthouse.
their campus community.
The new law also calls for re- Students who voted in the fall
registration of all Kentucky election were given a new
voters. The November 7, 1972 registration card and envelope
election rolls will be used for the with which to re-register.

They should be filled out and
mailed to the County Clerk.
The 1973 Kentucky Voter's
Key, prepared by the League of
Women Voters of Kentucky,
which explains the voting and
registration processes are
available in the Reference
Room of the library along with a
sample registration card.
The League of Women Voters
of Richmond are working at the
Madison County Courthouse to
get as many people re-

Voters To Re-register

registered as possible. The
County Clerk, Charles S.
Wagers, expressed hope that
county residents will not wait
until fall to register but come in
now.
"We would like for the
students to go ahead and
register now," said Mrs. Sidney
Deatherage, Deputy Clerk. "It
would certainly help us out. The
League of Women Voters are
here every day all day, including Saturday, to get

At Student Senate

Martin Explains Progress's Absence
BY BKTSKY BKLL
Managing Editor
Monday night, five days after
the Progress publication was
halted the Student Senate held
an emergency meeting at which
President Robert Martin explained the reasons for nonpublication.
Dr. Martin gave three
reasons for the papers absence
last week. The first on the list
was that copy deadline had not
been met. Dr. Martin said that
it was pointed out by Randall
Shew, publisher of the Richmond ltegisler which prints the
Progress, that only twenty per
cent of the copy was in by
Tuesday and that it was
•physically impossible" for the
paper to come out until
Saturday.
The second reason given was
(hat the adviser Donald Feltner
Vice President of Public Affairs
poinled out to Dr. Martin that
the paper's stylebook was not
being followed. Martin said

that the policy violated was that
which permits publication of
politically partisan editorials.
The third reason Martin gave
was that the paper had printed
"shoddy editorials" which were
written
without
enough
research.
Dr. Martin stated that these
reasons were discussed and that
on the advice of the adviser he
arrived at the decision not to
publish the paper. When asked
how much copy was set he said,
"The press had never started
and there was no copy set." Dr.
Martin stressed that the
Progress has never
been
censored. He said that never
was anything deleted from the
paper and that no one ever
read it bef"-" M was printed.
Dr. Martin explained that
there would be rebuttals to the
editorials in this week's paper.
He said that the Progress
should allow for rebuttals and
should also run corrections of
mistakes made. He said that
the paper had not run any
correction of "big errors." -

However in the February 1
edition a correction was run of
an error which occured on the
editorial page of the January 25
edition. This error was the
statement that Paul Branzburg, Courier Journal reporter,
was jailed for six months
refusing to disclose confidential sources. The error
could have been grounds for
libel.
Progress Editor, Robert
Babbage,
was
directed
questions after Martin left the
meeting. When asked if he had
ever been told todelete anything
from the paper Babbage replied
"I was given an edict in August
to keep Chuck Kelhoffer's name
out of the Progress in a
headline of a story concerning
Kelhoffer. The view was that I
should play down the story as
much as possible." During the
first semester Babbage was
Mananging Editor.
Babbage stated that the
Progress
has not
libeled

Homosexuality:
BY BKTSKY BKLL
Managing Editor^
"Hey thweetie, mary, candy,
queenie. butch, dike." These
slang terms used to describe
homosexuals
are
used
throughout the country and
undoubtedly at Eastern.
ot 'course this ridicule does
not end with the calling. Social
rejection of homosexuals has
yf.even manifested in confrontations with police not to
mention job and customer
discrimination. In fact it is not
uncommon to see signs in bars
which say "If you're gay stay
away." However many of these
estdi^Iihments have be»n
forced_by the courts to remove
their signs and dissolve their
,. discrimination.:
»^Although "courts can force
establishments to accept
homosexuals as customers it is
next to impossible to legislate
the majority of the public's
beliefs and acceptance of them
as members of the society.
Despite Gay Liberation

This series of photographs
was taken while a commercial was in the making for
Paul
Smeyak's
film
production class.

anyone this year. When asked
about research for editorials
Babbage stated that there was
far more evidence on the
security ambulanceeditorial but
was not published because he
felt that it would "be like
sticking in the dagger and
twisting it."
Concerning rebuttals Babbage stated that he welcomed
rebuttals, "I want the paper to
be a forum of debate." When
asked about the rebuttals from
the administration Babbage
said "I was told they would
have page 3."
Babbage explained that each
editorial has to be weighed
against the policy in the
stylebook and decided whether
or .not it violates the
policy.Concerning future
editorials and stories of the
Progress Babbage stressed that
the Progress "will never
become a milktoast, weak
publication."
■

everybody on the new rolls."
In
the
November
7
presidential election, student
voting participation was not
high. Of the total 6A precinct
(the campus community) 706
persons registered to vote in
Madison County and only 552
went to the polls.
"I think definitely that
students in a college town like
this one, with enrollment as
high as it is, certainly are able
to influence an election. I don't
know if there is enough intenkfe^said C.S. Wagers. "We
thought that in the presidential
election there would be enough
interest. We spent- all that
money and had two (voting)
machines up at Burnam Hall.
Come to find out that we only
needed one. Maybe the students
registered in home towns or
counties where they had an
interest, but they didn't vote
here."
The May 29 election is a local
one. Wagers could not guess
how high or low student participation will be. He is concerned over students not
familiarizing themselves with
local problems and candidates.
"From what I observed last
fall, the students haven't
become involved enough to
know the candidates and the
overall problems of the county.
I think the only involvement
I've heard about has to do with
the police department. Some
students feel they have been
unduly harassed by the police.
This situation has corrected
itself, or will have corrected
itself after the election, because
of the 30 day residency
requirement law. Now students
can vote against them. The-law
enforcement agencies realize

this and are treating students
better," said Wagers.
"I think the new law is a good
thing in the presidential and
gubernatorial races. But in the
local elections they (students)
may need a little more time to
acquaint themselves with the
local problems. You can't understand the local problems in
30 days."
"The worst thing about the 30
day law is the tax problem." He
gave as a hypothetical example
the idea of Richmond building a
public swimming pool. Eastern
students vote yes and the pool is
built "Fine," said Wagers,
"but in three or four years those
students are gone and the
landowners are stuck with the
tax. Students should try to get
familiar with local taxes and
see just how much this community can bear before they
vote on an issue."
Madison County currently has
11,572 Democrats and 5,274
Republicans. The campus
precinct, 6A, roll shows 366
Democrats, 205 Republicans,
133 Independents, 1 American
and 1 Socialist.
^__

Health Center
Sendng Students
After taking on additional
staff, the Madison County
Health Center has begun service to Eastern students. Prior
to receiving treatment, students
should call 623-7312 for an appointment.
The Center offers counseling
on family planning and birth
control methods, and gives pap,
blood and diabetes tests. Other
medical service and advice is
available.

BY FAWN CONLKY
News Editor
Miss Karen Hamilton, a 21year-old junior from Owensboro, was selected Miss
Eastern 1973 during the annual
pageant sponsored by the
Eastern Panhellenic Council.
Miss Hamilton, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ragel
Hamilton, is a 1970 graduate of
Daviess County High School and
is a junior physical education
major at EKU. For her talent,
the new Miss Eastern did a song
and dance routine to "I'm Just a
Girl Who Can't Say No" from
Rodgers and Hammerstein's
"Oklahoma."
As Miss Eastern, Karen will
receive a $300 scholarship from
EKU.a silver bowl and over $50
in merchandise certificates.
The first runner-up was Miss
Debbie Begley, a 21-year-old
junior from Amelia, Ohio. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Begley, Debbie is a graduate of
Amelia High School and a
special education major at
Eastern.
She presented a
monologue for her talent.
Miss Jean Hempfling, a 20year-old junior from Hebron,
was second runner-up. Jean is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vaughn Hempfling and a
graduate of Boone County High
School.
A music education
major,
Miss
Hempfling
presented a song as her talent.

Third runner-up was Miss
Carol Ann Tinsley of Hartford.
Miss Tinsley. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil B. Tinsley, is a
19-year-old interior design
major and a graduate of Ohio
County High School.
A
majorette for Eastern's Marching Maroon Band, Carol did a
dance and batontwirling routine
for her talent.
Sophomore Mary Kay Portune, 19-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Portune
Jr. of Kettering, Ohio was
fourth runner-up and was also
name Miss Congeniality. Miss^
Portune is a graduate of Carroll
High School, Dayton Ohio, and
is a medical assisting major at
Eastern. Her talent presentation was singing.
The four runners-up received
silver bowls and merchandise
prizes, and Miss Protune also
was awarded a plaque for Miss
Congeniality.

Peace Corps
Seeks Recruits
"People want to help and stay
in this country because a lot of
problems are here," said Betty
Crowder a returned Peace
Corps volunteer who along with
Paul Schrader, an ex-Vista
volunteer is now promoting both
programs in a recruiting drive
here.
Miss Crowder continued that
although both programs are
needing recruits, Vista seems to
be the one that receives more
attention. She attributed its
popularity to the concern people
have today for others especially
in one's own region, which is
where a Vista volunteer must
remain.
Vista is a one year volunteer
organization that stresses the
domestic, social aspect of
helping. For service in Vista, a
volunteer will receive paid
vacations, a readjustment
budget of $50 a month for the
length of time in volunteer
service, plus the stipulation that
one must live in the area where
one works.
These requirements are the
same for, a Peace Corps
volunteer except that an
budget of $75 is given for
service.
,

Karen Hamilton

' I Don't View It As A Problem'

demonstrations, Gay lib groups accepted." However Jane
forming throughout the coun- expressed some reservations
try, books written by and about "Of course it's becoming sort of
homosexuals, movies and a freak show."
There
are psuedonyms
television shows concerning the
conotative
to
every, minority,
Gay movement, there still exists
there
are
also
those
conotative
a feeling of estrangement at the
to
the
Gay
Movement.
as Jane
least and detestation at the
puts
it,
"There
are
a
lot
of kids
most by many heterosexuals.
around here that think it's neat
to go to gay bars."
Movement Is Local
In
talking about
her
The Gay movement is not homosexuality Jane said, "I
foreign to Kentucky as know I had tendencies a long
evidenced by Gay Lib Churches time before I did anything about
forming in Louisville and it. I came fro/n a strict Catholic
recent moves to establish a family and my mom made
Gay Lib group on UK's campus. accusations."
An Eastern coed who shall be
Jane "explained that fhe
-ref&raf'—"■,0*"* io 'acticioua r*i'.'.^~ h'er*-Homosexuality
name) and who professes to during her sophomore year. "I.
being a lesbian talked of the wouldn't go to a psychiatrist. I
irasibility of forming a. Gay . dwvt look at it as a,problem."
group here. "There are
»
* '•
Experienced Both Sides
definitely enough on campus to
form one but I doubt they would,
out of fear of being ostracized." * Jane has experienced both:
"I was
Concerning
the
Gay sides of the coin.
Liberation Movement she engaged and he was fantastic. I
said. The idea is fantastic and loved him: he was the type that
it's being more and more widely didn't try anything. But with

girls is often difficult. As Jane
explains, 'it is hard to approach
someone especially if they are
straight. If they are friends of
the person then they should
••Belationship Is Deeper"
understand." Although Jane
Jane
explained
the
explained that here was no
relationship in more detail,
pushiness she said that
"The relationship between two
"sometimes straights get quite
gay people is deeper because it
defensive."
is not based on sex like s»o many
As with all groups of people it
heterosexual ones.'.'
Jane
is considered wrong to judge the
stated that sometimes sex can
whole by the actions of a few.
be a barrier. "Sometimes it's
Jane explained that there as so
an obstacle. It's like the only
many sub-groups. "There is the
thing on some peoples mind."
unobtrusive
kind, the ones who
Congress Was Accepted
The sexual emphasis as Jane
are only after sex, and those
puts it is one of main misconwho all they want to do is just
However Jane has had ex- . be with someone"
ceptions of a homosexual
relationship. VPeopJ* 'h5»t just periences where her gayness. ii, won'TWy it have love confuse*! was not accepted.,/'My
with sex. They think that any roomate last year hated any
Those "who harbor^ guilt
mention of it." She explained
gay girl that sees another girl
feelings
.. . about -• " their
that
the
big
factor'ih
«tacwants to take here rt) bed. Tttat;
homosexuality
have the hardest
ceptance was the school itself.
just isn't it at all." '
time*"adjusting
according to
Jane also feels that everyone "Kentucky, the state in general,
Jane.
Until
a
person
can say to
puts homosexuals into a is far behind the times. It is just
him
or
herself
that
'I
am gay'
category. "They either figure too conservative here. There
then
there
is
definitely
going to
are states like New York where
you are a lecher or a fiend.
"However for the most part it is pretty widely accepted." be a guilt complex."
Jane's, feelings toward the
Approaching heterosexual
Jane feels that one's reaction
girls it is deeper and it has so
much in common. There's no
rush it's easy going."

depends on the person. She said
that not that many people knew
of her homosexuality.
"Some kids around here
know, like my roomate and a
couple other straight friends."
Jane explained that they seem
to accept her . She pointed out
that most people confronted
with homosexuality take it in
stride.
"For the most part
pretty nearly everyone that you
mention it to doesn't get uptight
about it."

f

5 where he identifies with his
mother by falling in love with
her. Most males grow out of
this stage normally. Those who
don't are bothered with it in
later life, being closely attached
to their mothers but unconsciously resenting and
A Behavioral Problem
hating women."
Dr. Tolar explained that the
' Dr. Tolar
feels thai reasons become very com"homosexuality is not a moral plicated. "There are some
problem but a behavioral one. Freudian concepts in my
It is idiocy to say it's wrong on thinking.'
moral grounds. How can we
judge someone for having
Not A Social Crime
pneumonia, or beirig a comSigmund Freud is quoted.as
pulsive achiever? It is the same
saying,
"Homosexuality is
thin<; ". "
nothing
to
be ashamed of, no
. He said that he perfers to say
b
vice,
n$
degradation,
it cannot
someone. »«i "sexual idenVuV^assifted.^^
tification problem^ rathef than
William' Reich, -"a Jeading
call them homosexuals."" Dr.
Tolat, explained "lu^many- psychiatrist during the forties is.
cases you'll find they had very also quoted as ^saying,
prudish parents with severe "Whether it is considered
congenital
or
acquired,
moral opinions on sex."
homosexuality
is
an
activity
In explaining the basis for
that
does
nobody
any
harm.
It
homosexuality Tolar stated,
is
not
a
social
f-'rr."
"Each rqale goes through an
(Continued On Page Vomr)
'Oedipal' stage from the ages 3guilty feeling, parallel with
those of Dr. Calvin Tolar of
Ellendale Counseling Center.
He said "One question the
person must answer at the
start, if I am to help him is'Do I
want to change or continue?'"

V
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51 Years
Campus Paper Stronger Than Ever With Rich Tradition As Foundation
With the faith that great strides were
being taken, Eastern has grown to
greatness. The school should be viewed
with pride. And a similar pride is due
in the'Eastern Progress, "setting the
pace" for 51 years, and getting
stronger all along.
That's not to say anybody's been
perfect. The intent tojichieve greatness has, however, always been
evident. While the University prepares
to enter its second century of higher
education, the Progress has its second
half century with the vigor and
idealism of a college student.
There is a general consistency in the
issues the paper approaches and the
news that is covered, and a survey of

READERS
VIEWPOINTS
Refutes Review
to the Editor of the Progress:
I have never written a letter to a newspaper in
my life. I have always been of the opinion that
people who write such letters have the sole aim
of having their names and opinions published for
their own personal gain rather than to defend or
support an opinion. However, after reading last
weeks Progress article which reviewed the
"Quicksilver" concert, I feel that my opinion is
at least as learned and worthy as the opinions of
Miss Cottongim and Mr. Davidson, the concerts
reviewers.
I think that the review or "Quicksilver" was
fair and honest, even though some of my friends
hated the act. However, the bad review given the
"Exiles" was both unfair and untrue. Those
people with whom I have discussed the concert
agreed that the small crowd lent a rather
apathetic air to Alumni Coliseum which
remained unchanged until Jimmy Stokley invited them to stand and clap their hands.
After that, the concert took on a concert atmosphere. Miss Cottongim and Mr. Davidson
were obviously deaf to the applause and cheers
given the "Exiles" and blind to those people who
stood and applauded as the "Exiles" left the
stage. To write that the band was "bad" was a
matter of opinion unshared by the greater
majority of people at the concert. I enjoyed them
and so did many others.
Jimmy oiokley stated that the "Exiles appreciated the friends they had a EKU. I hope the
"Exiles" can still believe that they have appreciative friends at Eastern, regardless of the
questionable taste of two reviewers.,
Janet Navarin
169 Smithballard

Commends Paper
I would like to applaud the outstanding job
done by the editor, Bob Babbage, and the entire
Progress staff this semester. I feel the caliber
and objectivity of the Progress is on a distinctly
higher level than it has been in other semesters
since I arrived here.
The stories about the censorship of the
Progress are very disheartening to near. The
I'rogress has improved in almost every fashion
as I see it. News coverage has been broadened.
Editorials have brought response in many areas
that needed investigation. If the Progress has
been censored the reason is that some people are
afraid to hear the truth.
I have enjoyed reading this semester's
Progress, which is something I could not say in
past semesters. 1 hope that the staff continues to
broaden the scope of the paper and also continues
to enlighten the students about what need to be
changed at Eastern.
I hope and leel certain that the Progress and
editor will not succumb to the pressure placed
upon it by the administration. I hope you continue the great job you have been doing all
semsester.
Bob wheeler
104 E. Walnut

Questions Exploitation
I question the propriety of letting the Pi Kappa
m
Alpha KnJ".
*~~*"~
"f"'*'t*c-£* nTririal
#
university pfa'hning calendar.
At a time when awa/e women all over the
* country are.qu~r*nirfg the chauvinistic:r*ture . ,
of b' auty pageants, its characteristic of Eastern
to allow the winners of such a cutie contest to
represent the university in an official capacity.
For the men on campus who want a pin-up
raiPndar Playboy has one I'm sure they 11 like.
Astr men I resint having to plan my schedule
.round the exploited body of ■"*£££,
443 Telford Hall

older issues indicates consistent improvement.
Whether pleading for EKU guys to
ask out the girls on campus as a '54
editorial did, or supporting the drive to
build a Meditation Chapel as we have
through the late 60's, with the good of
the campus in mind the Progress has
pressed on.
The universal evil of suitcasing was
editorial matter in '37, '59 and 72. In
1959, Walnut Hall in the Johnson
Building remained closed, and the
Progress called it a monument "of
nothing, to nothing and for nothing."
That was again an issue just a couple of
years ago.
Back in 1961 when ROTC became
mandatory the Progress called that a
backward step when other schools
were going forward. Until ROTC
became voluntary the paper never let
the problem be forgotten.
An early '60's editorial made note of
the paper's "devout following of ardent
critics" who apparently left a legacy,
or simply still hold their administrative offices.
We, too, became an ardent critic-of

BY KEN GULLETTE

Bertha Sidebottom had been trying
for years to get self-regulated hours. It
was time for the showdown.
"What do you want?" her head
resident asked defiantly.
"Self-regulated hours."
"Why? Why, my child? Can't you see
it isn't right?'' The head resident's eyes
gleamed with tears of conviction.
"Why do you say that?"
"Why not?"
"I want self-regulated hours,"
Bertha said firmly.
"Does your mother know that?"
"Yes."
"Your father?"
"Yes."
"How about your brother?
"That's the one I mean," said the
head resident. "Does he know?"
The head resident was not about to
give in and set this young, 22 year old
child out on the road to sin and
degradation.
It wasn't all the head resident's fault,
however, even though she was rather
weird. She was the type of woman who
felt safe at concerts because she knew
the Eastern ROTC boys were standing
guard. She was a friendly, religious
woman who liked everyone in the world
and would kill anyone who said different.
"I can't do anything for you," she
told Bertha. "Go see the Dean of
Women."
"I'm sorry, but the Dean of Women
isn't in," said the Dean of Women's
secretary. "May I help you?"
"I want self-regulated hours."
\
"Self-regulated what?"
"Hours."
"Like the men have?"
"Exactly."
"But why? I mean, you're a female."
'iWhat difference does that make?"
Bertha screamed desperately.^ v
"You. V*'^3no>^tne "difference
between men. and wqmen?" The ^
secretary was puzzled and wrote a note "*^B
recommending Bertha to the campus
psychiatrist.
"Why do you hate your mother?.'' the
psychiatrist asked Bertha in his clean,
bright office. It was bright so students
would not panic in a dimly lighted

student government. But at the same
time, the paper constantly chided
students for failing to vote in student
elections. We don't complain to simply
see matters get worse.The object is for
improvement.
From "moonshooting" by a displayful bunch to problems with the
library...on and on the issues of
Progress editorial pages go.
Continual examination of the rules
and regulations of the University-the
services and even disservices offeredthat has been the editorial aim.
Local government, state elections
and state constitutional amendments,
syndicated columnists very obviously
political thoughts-these have occupied
the space of "page two" (and three).
Haynie's political cartoons, those of
today, the editor's column, letters to
the editor, and commentary by the
staff-a staff fully believing in good
journalism for the good of the
situation.
The topic may be "beautification",
food taxes, entertainment, war,
security, even sports. We strive for
honesty, balance and fairness. That is
our history and that will be our future.

room that is stereotyped as a
psychiatrist's. Bertha immediately
panicked as she entered the room.
"I don't hate my mother," she
protested, growing weak.
"Then why do you want to get back
at her by staying out all night and
getting drunk and sleeping with men,
you slut!"
"Who said I was going to do all
that?"
"Why else would you be pregnant?"
"I'm not pregnant'."
"Don't try to lie your way out of it,
you can tell me the truth."
"I just want self-regulated hours,"
she stammered.
"My God!" exclaimed the
psychiatrist. "You must be crazy!"
It turned out that Bertha was crazy,
and she was sent to Eastern State
Hospital for observation. Which only
goes to show you that a bird in hand is
going to make quite a mess in your
hand.

'For The Will
To See The Truth'
O God of grace, grant us the will to
learn about the world and its people
before we attempt to tell others about
them.
^
Give us the patience to comprehend
our complex society before we seek to
explain it to our fellows.
Help us to develop standard s in our
daily work by which to measure our
own actions as well as the actions of
others.
Give us as reporters the ability to see
matters as they are rather than as we
want them to be.
■
* ,
~Heip -u»*vJ ecitors to mai-p; our :
decisions for the good of all instead of *
for the monetary proffror special interest of the few.
Give us as journalists the courage to
defend the rights and freedoms of all
without abusing the freedoms
possessed by our own profession.
Prof. Roland Wolseley
Syracuse University
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"conscience"

Looking Back And Ahead
BY ROBERT BABBAGE
Editor

It's not a battle, but a war. It's not for
a medal, but for life or death. The
government-media struggle is
nationwide and last week we got a taste
of it here.
Strong was the taste-not stamp glue
or vinegar, but hemlock. Similar
dosages are being administered across
America. The shots cause a dangerous
immunity: limited chance of catching
the truth.
Whatever the nature of the battle
here, that stand-off is over. Last
week's thunder storm (or flood) is but
a sprinkle. As reported in six papers,
and TV and radio, let the facts stand as
they may. The great debate won't be
handled herein.
The situation is almost normal.
Never was there any permanent
cancellation of the Progress, and most
of the tales borne by the rampantly
running rumor mill represent
imagination, not what happened.
The non-issue of February 22 taught
many lessons^Deadlines. Definitely
deadlines. Pufsue all the facts...never
stop. Power politics-a tough worldexpeciallyswhjn you're the getter, not
the giver.
But in a much broader sense, the
"missing issue" has caused the
Progress to be placed in proper perspective by the general audience, the
high level administrators, the
Publications Board and certainly in the
minds of the staff.
The massive support of the paper
was indeed appreciated. It gave us a
warm feeling at a difficult time. The
criticism was also heard and hopefully
none of us will forget the advice.
And still in a larger scope is not just
the matter of the paper coming out
next week, but where will it be in the
future? Will it return to the journalism
program...and will the Progress one
day be "off-campus"?
^ ^
In the midst of the immediate lessons
and future questions comes the very

present problems: adequate coverage
of Founder's Day, spring sports
events, reloading the editorial cannon.
So there is much to consider.
However, from our study I believe
we'll emerge stronger-next week and
in coming years.

Feb. 15 Stand
Corrected
BY ROBERT BABBAGE
Editor

In a Feb. 15 editorial in reference to
the educational background of Richmond Police Chief Harold Kirby, it
should have been noted that Kirby is a
graduate of the Kentucky Law
Enforcement Academy training
program (not connected to Eastern)
with aB+ average.
The statement concerning the
"expensive" redecoration of the
chief's office was incorrect. Non-tax
money and volunteer help was used to
make minor improvement of the office..
-Kirby is not controlled by any
commission member as the editorial
stated. He has publicly disagreed with
members of the city council.
In four years Chief Kirby has been
credited with saving seven lives and he
expresses a strong desire to work with
the University.
Regret is expressed for the factual
ommission, factual error and implication that the commission is
controlled by one man.
The editorial violated the Progress
stylebook which prohibits political
partisanship on or off campus. Regret
is expressed for that misjudgement.
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Campus Smokestack

President Clarifies Controversy
The recent editorial which appeared in the
Eastern Progress under date of Thursday,
February 8, 1973 concerning the smoke stack is
replete with incorrect statements and distortions. It starts with quoting me out of context.
The correct quotation would have been to the
effeclHhat the problems raised by the Kentucky
Air Pollution Commission were engineering
problems and had been placed in the hands of
engineers to find a solution for them..The story
had already been told in the morning press and I
did not care to make further elaboration concerning it.
Perhaps the grossest part of the editorial is
concerned with the trick photography in which a
contrasty image is produced by shadow and
highlight of the original photograph. It was taken
in request for a photograph of the smoke stack
with smoke coming out of it. I am sure 10,000
pictures could have been taken during the
heating season showing little or
no smoke
coming out of the smoke stack which is 179 feet
tall.
8
A second inaccuracy concerns the expenditure
of $7,000 in order to eliminate "flash particles in
the smoke." I assume that the editor is referring
to fly-ash particles and no part of the $7,000 was
used for this purpose since fly-ash equipment
was placed on all the boilers by 1968.
At no time has the school administration said
that "complaining students could just stifle
themselves regarding the smokestack." At no
time has the administration assumed any "ash
shut up" attitude concerning the smoke stack.
Let these facts which would have been made
available to the editor speak for themselves:
Since 1960 the two then existing boilers at the
heating plant have been completely replaced and
two additional ones have been added so that
today we have a heating plant that is capable of
providing 184,000 pounds of steam per hour. This
work has been done at an expense to the
University of $1,835,673.47. The intention was to
develop in every way a heating plant using coal
from eastern Kentucky and causing as little
pollution as modern engineering permits. We are
fortunate that we did not convert to gas fired
boilers.
Before Mr. Babbage was enrolled at Eastern
in the fall of '69, we were doing extensive work to
see if there was a way to improve the situation
concerning smoke. On December 13, 19681 wrote
Mr. Albert Christen, Commissioner of Finance,
to employ an engineering firm to work on certain
mechanical and electrical problems existing on
our campus, one of which was and I quote:
"Smoke abatement at the heating plant. We
have gone to great length to establish fly-ash
cleaning equipment at our heating plant. I think
this is effective, but in this day of tremendous air
pollution from many sources it disturbs me that
there is constantly belching from our smoke
stack large quantities of smoke being released

into the atmosphere. I would at least like to have
advice whether or not this matter can be
corrected and what would be the expense for
correcting it."
On December 23, ^968 Commissioner Christen
employed Staggs^'&
Fisher, Engineers of
Lexington to make a study of smoke abatement.
They reported to us on February 14, 1969, and I
am including a copy of their report which was
made available to our individuals at the heating
plant. I am including their report in its entirety
which speaks for itself:
"Dear Dr. Martin:
Mr. Thomas Martin of this office observed the
operation of the heating plant on January 24,
1969. He was assisted by the manufacturers'
representatives of the stokers and combustion
control system installed in the plant.
OBSERVATIONS
1. Severe smoking conditions prevailed; a
condition that would be a violation under most
anti-smoking laws.
2. The fuel supply was found to be good top coal
sizing and graduation.
3. The two large and substantially duplicate
boilers were on the line. Each of these was a
rated capacity of 47,000 pounds per hour steam
continuously with peak capability of 52,000
pounds per hour. One of the units was steaming
at 12,000 pounds per hour; the other at 30,000
pounds per hour. Neither boiler was being
operated on "automatic," although the fuel feed
on Boiler No. 1 was on "automatic" so as to
maintain a fairly constant steam header
pressure in the plant. The air flow was set for
steaming rates of 30,000 pounds per hour and
40,000 pounds per hour respectively
4. Observing the firing conditions, we found the
operator has effected the good distribution so
necessary for satisfactory spreader stoker
firing, but the high air flow was creating dark
spots in the fuel bed and cooling down the furnace. As a result of the rurnace cooling, considerable smoke was produced in the unit
carrying the lowest load of 14,000 pounds per
hour, steam.
The boilers were placed on automatic control
by the Bailey Meter Company representative,
and the excess air which was cooling the furnace
was reduced. In conjunction with this, adjustments were made on the overfire turbulence
system. Considerable improvement in stack
conditions were noticed and the improved
conditions continued through the remainder of
the period the inspection party was at the plant.
In summary, these boiler-stoker units are in
line with modern design concepts for this type of
firing. While this type of unit is very responsive
load changes, best operation is obtained on
automatic control for fuel and combustion air.
Distribution of fuel and air by the stoker
equipment is most important. With proper

operation of the equipment already installed,
suitable performance of the plant can be obtained.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Most smoke difficulty occurs at low load at
this plant. The lower the load, the more imperative it is that control, coal sizing, and fuelair ratio be properly maintained. Since this plant
has several boilers of varying size, we would
recommend that low limits be ascertained such
as to give the operators some "elbow room" to
account for "missing" the mark somewhat. On a
unit of 42,000 pounds per hour, setting the unit up
for a low load of 15,000 pounds per hour should
give considerable leeway in avoiding an objectionable stack at low load. We would certainly
not struggle along with these two boilers in
service at 10,000 pounds per hour each when
operation of one at 20,000 pounds per hour would
be so much easier.
2. Maintain the controls in automatic position
at all times. This will control the excess air to
maintain the correct fuel-air ratio and give much
better and cleaner operation. This is what the
controls are for and this is the way they should be
utilized. The only exception to this-we recommend that when ashes are pulled during
operation, the forced draft selector station be
placed in its manual position for the duration of
the ash removal. When the doors are finally
closed after the ashes are removed, the selector
station should then be returned to its automatic
control position.
3. Definite improvement can and should be
made in the present method of cleaning the flyash collected in the hoppers beneath the dust
collectors. This is now manually removed
periodically through two plug feeders per each of
three collectors with a storage box between
them. The two feeders of this type are required
to form an air lock and permit the material to be
removed against an induced draft. When the flyash is manually dropped to the open can
receivers below, the fine particles rise as dust
and cause heavy pollution of the area to the rear
of the plant._
Boiler No. 4 does not contribute to the condition
described above, as it has a reinjection system
for the fly-ash.
This returns the fly-ash particles to the furnace for reburning.
Consideration should be given to continaully
cleaning these hoppers. Only one feeder would be
required for each of three hoppers. The fly-ash
material would be downspouted continually via
some type of canvas-asbestos device into
covered receiving containers. This would
eliminate a large portion of the mess and dust
now being experienced in the immediate vicinity
of the plant. The total cost of the collection
system for the three hoppers would be approximately $4500.00.
We will await your instructions before

proceeding further with this problem.
-s-HarlanV. Staggs, P.E."
After receiving this report from Staggs and
Fisher, the University concluded that highest
priority would be given to the employment of a
heating plant. Accordingly, we employed John
Blaylock who had served in many capacities as a
boiler operator, had attended the University of
Cincinnati, and held a boiler operator's license
from the State of Ohio.
The operation of the heating, plant under Mr.
Blaylock's direction has been greatly improved
in keeping with recommendations made by
Staggs and Fisher.
Following up on this matter on July 23, 1969, I
wrote to E.R. Ronald Associates, the engineers
who had designed and developed the heating
plant the following letter:
July 23,1969
"E.R. Ronald Associates
543 S. Third Street
"
Louisville, Kentuckv
Dear Mr. Ronald:
With the work which has been carried on in the
boiler house and the up-grading of the present
equipment there, it has been our expectation that
when complete we would have a heating plant
which would meet the standards for air pollution.
We are all advised by the press this morning that
the State Air Pollution Control Commission has
adopted new regulations which will require that
90 per cent of solid particles be removed from the
air at the smoke stacks on university campuses.
This university is in full accord with the work of
the Air Pollution Control Commission in the
matter of air pollution control.
Will you advise us so that we may advise our
Board of Regents that we are meeting the
requirements of the proposed new regulations
governing boilers and air pollution. We realize
that we have not solved the matter of the
removal of fly-ash from the hoppers as yet, but
we want to be sure beyond question that we have
accomplished the standard of removing 90 per
cent of the solid particles at the smoke stack.
-s- Robert R. Martin
E.R. Ronald's response was that we had done
everything that could be done concerning the
heating plant.
Again on April 2, 1970 I wrote to Mr. Ronald
enclosing a copy of the State Air Pollution
Regulations and asked him if we were in compliance with the regulations. Mr. Ronald's
response under date of April 6, 1970, was as
follows:
"Dear Dr. Martin:
I have your letter of April 2, 1970 enclosing a
copy of State Air Pollution Commission
regulations pertaining to emission from boilers.
You ask that we run tests to determine whether
your boiler plant complies with this regulation.
We do not have equipment or the personnel to
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run such a test. It is a very difficult and expensive test and we doubt whether anyone in
Kentucky is qualified to run it other than the
State Air Pollution Commission and the Jefferson County Air Pollution Commission.
There is no reason for anyone to believe that
your plant*does oof comply with the State
regulation. All of your boilers are equiped with
dust collectors having an efficiency of 93 per
cent. We imagine that this was shown on the
registration form which you have undoubtedly
received from the State Mr Pollution Commission.
We see no reason why you should be required
to run any tests or to change any equipment. If
all boiler plants polluted the atmosphere as little
as yours our air would be m'jch cleaner."
The last event in the saga ot tne smoke stack
occurred on August 2, 1972. On that date we
received a letter from Ralph C. Pickard,
Executive Secretary of the Kentucky Air
Pollution Control Commission. In his letter Mr.
Pickard made the following statement:
"Your application to operate an air contaminant source at Eastern Kentucky University
has been reviewed. It has been found that your
coal fired boilers would have emissions in excess
of those allowed under Regulation AP-3, Section
2, "Emissions from Indirect Heat Exchangers."
It appears that two of the main reasons for
these excessive emissions are (1) lack of an
adequate ash handling system and (2) the use of
fly ash reinjection. The fly ash reinjection should
be discontinued and plans for an adequate ash
handling system should be submitted for
review." .
In response to this letter from Mr. Pickard a
copy was sent to the Commissioner of Finance
who has the responsibility for employment of
engineers. We requested that an engineering
firm be employed to advise us what is needed to
remove the problem that was raised by the Air
Pollution Control Commission. The problem is
being studied by the engineering staff of the
Department of Finance and I hope they will
advise us what can be done.
If an extensive modification of the heating
plant is required such as installation of a new
ash handling system, it will be necessary that a
major project be developed and bonds issued to
finance the development of it. The administration of the University is constantly alert
to the problem and is doing everything in its
ability to correct it. One of the difficulties is that
the engineers at the Air Pollution Control
.Commission and the other engineers do not
agree on what needs to be done to correct the
problem.
Again I say it is an engineering problem and
that great attention is being given to it.
Misleading editorials and fabricated pictures
will provide no solution.
Robert R Mflrtin
2-27-73
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Ambulance Service Explained; Attorney General Renders Legal Opinion
The February 16, 1973, issue of the Eastern
Progress included a news report concerning an
incident involving a student and the Divison of
Safety and Security. The student reportedly
collapsed on the Eastern track and was taken to
the Pattie A. Clay Infirmary by Security
Officers. In the same issue, an editorial titled,
"Are We Secure?" was published. Also in the
same issue, a cartoon was published which
depicted- an EKU ambulance as a decrepit,
obselete vehicle in poor state of repair and apparently inoperable.
Following the publication of these items on
February 16, 1973, a thorough investigation was
made of the incident. Written statements concerning the incident were obtained from the
victim, the student who rendered initial aid, and
the Security Officers responding to the call, as
well as Mr. Lockridge and Mr. Goolsby of the
Division of Safety and Security. On the basis of
the investigation, I find that the news report
contains several errors, the- editorial ignored
certain facts in commenting on the incident and
that the cartoon had no basis in fact for the
image it created. I would like to discuss each of
these items from the viewpoint of factual information.
The news report stated that the student
collapsed due to heart failure. This was an
erroneous statement, according to the student.
Secondly, the news report Indirectly quoted Mr.
Lockridge as saying that the tank was low in
oxygen but did not include Mr. Lockridge's full
remarks that added that a second tank, full of
oxygen, was in the Security vehicle. Further, the
report says that Mr. Goolsby stated that he could
not remember when the tanks were last checked.
Mr. Goolsby s statement to me contains the
following information. "We did not at any time
discuss the inspection of the tanks or equipment
and I definitely did not state that I could not
remember when they were last checked or inspected:"
From my investigation and statements
provided me by the person involved, the
following describes the events that occurred. At
rl:55 p.m.. on February 6. 1973. a call was
received by the Security Office reporting that a
student was seeking aid for another student who
had collapsed at the track. The emergency
station wagon was dispatched to the scene with
two officers. Upon arrival. the*officers took a cot
and an oxygen bottle from the nearest point they
could drive to: the place where (he student Was
-%ying. Upon arrival, t'.-y found the l~-—*^
mofilh restitution had been administered by U«
stud'—«*ho discoyered the incident and that the
student who collapsed was breathing on his own.
When "the officers attempted to administer
oxygen, there was a problem with oxygen
escaping from the valve. Rather than taking he
time to adjust the valve in very poor lighting, the
officers took immediate action to transport the
student to the hopsital.
Statements from the student who collapsed
and the student who rendered initial aid both

commend the Security Officers for their prompt
response, the efficient and capable manner in
which the matter was handled and their good
judgement.
In the unsigned editorial, a recitation of the
incident was given and the statement was made
that, "Both help and trouble came with the
Security ambulance." The two students most
directly involved had a different viewpoint. Both
the victim and his rescuer had nothing but
commendation for the Security Officers in their
statements concerning the matter. Again, Mr.
Lockridge was quoted by using a -part of his

Mr. John W. Palmore
University Counsel
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
Dear Mr. Palmore:
As legal counsel for Eastern Kentucky
University, you have requested an opinion of this
office on four questions which we will answer in
the order presented:
1. Is the University under any legal
obligation to provide at its own expense or at the
expense of the students, an ambulance service
for purposes of transporting students to the local
hospital and rendering emergency treatment?
Our answer is that there is no common law
or statutory mandate for the University to
provide ambulance service. Whether or not such
service is provided by the Universtity is within
the sound discretion of the Board of Regents. If
such service is not otherwise provided in the
community, the Board of Regents would have
the authority to provide the service at University
expense or at the students' expense. 15 m. Jur.
2d. Colleges and Universities, $19. The
University could also provide the service even
though other ambulance service is available.
2. If the University is under any legal duty to
provide such service, would similar
requirements as are set out in KRS 65.710 apply
in regard to equipment and operator training?
The answer giveh to question No. 1 makes
this question moot.
3. If the University is not required to provide
such service, is it legally entitled to contract with
private persons, partnerships, or corporations
for providing such service as counties are under
KRS 65.710 or could students who are citizens of
the city and county expect to receive the^ CityCounb Ambulaftce Service fey payVgthe'us*«J
,T* lor such use>'*»e usual 'fee is }«:o6 for a
local call. '^ A-9
'
■
Under the general powers granted the Board
W Regentsf'by KRS 164.350. it is our opinion ihaj
the University could contract for ambulance
service for its students. It is also our opinion that
' the University students have the same rights as'
other citizens of the city to enjoy the services of
the City-County Ambulance Service. Being
residents of the city in which the University is
located, they can call for the service and pay the
same fee as all other residents of the city.

statement explaining that two tanks were in the
vehicle.
The most flagrant misuse of editorial licence
occurred in the editorial when the incident
concerning George C. White was interjected in
such a way as to imply that this was an
analogous situation. A statement From Vice
President Myers shows the speciousness of this
argument.
Finally, the cartoon rejected any fact related
to the situation and relied, apparently, upon the
desire of the cartoonist to demean and ridicule.
It must be presumed that the Eastern

4. If the University operates its own
emergency vehicle service with no charge to the
students, what standards of care would apply?
For example, would the University be required
to furnish a fully equipped ambulance and would
the operators of the ambulance be required to
possess the advance training certificate by the
American Red Cross?
The first part of question No. 4 pertaining to
the standard of care is suggestive of the ultimate
question of liability. A state university is
sheltered by sovereign immunity for tort. 15 Am.
Jur. 2d, Colleges and Universities, $35; Uullinan
v. Jefferson County, Ky., 1967, 418 S.W. 2d 407.
The members of the Board of Regents acting in
their official capacity are also immune from suit
for the negligence of University personnel.
Employees of the University may be personally
held liable for negligence, and their immediate
supervisors and the division directors under
which they work could be held liable for
negligence in employing, instructing and
equipping the employees.
Even though the University has legal immunity when it undertakes to provide lifesaving
services, there is probably a moral obligation
created to provide those services with maximum
efficienty. Certainly, KRS 65.710, which has to do
with ambulance services operated or contracted
for by cities and counties, does not apply to a
university. However, it seems to us advisable
that the same standards provided by said statute
be followed if the University decides to provide
ambulance service. Those standards are that all
persons operating the ambulance vehicles shall
possess current, valid American Red Cross
standard and advanced certification and are at
least 20 years of age; that all vehicles used for
operation of the service be not more than 5 years
-v .-.»i be equippediaccording to the minimum
equipiiiient list' oi the Committee orrTrauma o\
the American College of Surgeons, that there be
at least two trained persons^for each ambulance
.'call. -'
'
V". '
From the legal standpoint, the University
has sovereign immunity and.may, therefore,
escape liability even though it furnishes a low .
grade of ambulance service.
Vours very truly,
Ed W. Hancock
Attorney General
By: Carl Miller
Assistant Attorney General

Progress news report, editorial and cartoon
concerning this incident were either based on an
incomplete knowledge of the facts or were
written to exclude certain of the facts. If the first
presumption is correct, then the effort must be
labeled amateurish. If the second presumption is
true, then standards of complete and full
disclosure were sacrificed to make a point.
In either event, an injustice was one to a
student who thought clearly and reacted with
good judgement in rendering immediate aid and
summoning help. The quick response of the
Security Officers and their wise handling of the
situation were unappreciated, except by the
student who benefitted from their actions.
None of this was necessary to raise the
question of whether of not the University should
attempt to maintain an emergency vehicle. The
University has, over the years, attempted to
provide a means of aiding students and others in
need of prompt transportation to the local
hospital.
An opinion concerning the position of the
University with respect to the provision of
ambulance services for students was sought
from the Attorney-General. A copy of his
opinion, dated February 22, 1973, is attached. In
essence, the Attorney-General held that the

University is not required to furnish ambulance
service. His reply set out three alternative
courses of action:
1. Use of the City-County Ambulance
Service with the individual student paying the
same fee as other residents of the city. The usual
fee is $25.00 for a local call.
2. The University may contract for ambulance service for its students. It was reported
that operating costs for the City-County
Ambulance Service were $47,200.00 in 1971-72.
This cost did not include provision for purchase
of new vehicles or equipment when needed.
3. The University may operate an ambulance service. In such instance, the University
and Board of Regents would be immune from
suit but employees and their immediate superiors
could be held personally liable for negligence.
The opinion of the Attorney-General is being
studied thoroughly and a decision concerning tne
University's future policy in this area will be
announced very soon.
The question raised by the editorial was
proper. I submit, however, mat the manner in
which the point was raised by the. Eastern
Progress was grossly unfair to the individuals
involved and unnecessarily so.
J.C. Powell
Vice President for Administration

Myers Comments On Carver Death
v-\

In the February 15, 1973 issue of The Progress
you referred to the death of George Carver
White. Under the article "Are We Secure? you
said, "Three years ago a Black track runner,
George Carver White, dropped while sprinting.
He died. Many questions concerning emergency
care delivered him were never answered by the
University."
Although the University was deeply concerned
with the loss of Mr. White, I was not aware there
were unanswered questions concerning the
emergency care delivered to him. Mr. George
White, a former track runner, was working, out

on his own, with a group of runners on October
30,1969. Mr. White at that time was ineligible to
be a member of the team. He collapsed at the end
of the run. An ambulance from one of the funeral
homes in Richmond was called and arrived to
take Mr. White to Pattie A. Clay Hospital. He
was dead on arrival. No call was made for help
from the University Department which showed
that Mr. White died of a cardiac arrythmia,
such as ventricular fibrillation, which is one of
the few causes of a sudden type death.
Sincerely,
Thomas D. Myers
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Occultist Views Witchcraft -' Real To Many People'
Hamen Feels Occult
Can Cause Situations

Bad Reactions, Shame Can Cause People
To Conceal Their Supernatural Powers
BY JOHN DAVIDSON
Staff Writer
If you feel you can control the
actions of other people by your
thoughts alone, you may be into
witchcraft and not actually be
aware of it. Several Eastern
students, however, are aware of
the Occult, and believe in
supernatural powers.
One girl, who is involved in
the Occult and who will be
identified simply as Sandy (a
fictitious name) feels that many
more people are involved than
will admit it. "They may not be
consciously aware of it," she
said, "but they may be able ft>
use the power of concentrated

thought to such a high degree
that they can control the actions
of other people."
Bad Heactions Received
Another explanation she put
forth as to why few people in
this area of the country admit to
being into witchcraft is the bad
reactions they would receive
from other people. "Some
people may feel ashamed or
scared of what they're doing, so
they don't openly admit to being
involved," she said. She added
that some of this is due to a lot of
misunderstandings about
witchcraft.
Sandy feels that a prominent
trend in the Occult today is
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"getting back to nature." There
is an effort to relate to nature
and also to explore yourself.
Many people engaging in
supernatural happenings feel
that drugs are a natural biproduct of this feeling. They
use drugs to experience the
"wonders and goodness of
nature" and also to explore
themselves. An understanding
of one's self is necessary to
effectively use the power of
concentrated thought, according to Sandy.
"A selfish attitude actually
becomes necessary," she explained. "You just about have to
give up your feelings for others
to get into yourself enough."
Although a thorough knowledge
of one's self is the first
prerequisite for concentrated
thought, the powers available
from deep concentrated thought
are often misused. This misuse
is referred to as black magic.
"This black magic is what has
given witchcraft a bad name,"
she said. Satanism is identified
with black magic. Sandy feels
that Satanists
"are just a
bunch of kooks." She does
not feel that Satanism will enjoy
much of a prolonged life or
popularity. "People are too
afraid of it," she said.

Richmond

She told a story of a war of
witches in California in 1965.
This war, she feels, was brought
on by "the advent of new drug
use." She said that a wellknown drug cult leader got into
the Occult because it was the
popular thing to do. "He began
misusing the untapped powers
of nature," she said. He was
practicing black magic.
A war then developed between white magic (good magic)
and black magic (evil). She said
that many people were killed.
These deaths, she said, were
attributed to "people flipping
out on drugs."
There are many different
aspects in witchcraft. Sandy
explained that the devil worshippers are just one small
group and they are usually
shunned by the other sects.
Coven Failed Here
A coven was in the beginning
stages last fall at Eastern, but it
did not work out. Sandy said she
heard some bad stories about it.
"A lot of them got scared and
felt guilty about what they were
doing," she said. "That just
meant that they weren't too
serious about it."
The powers of witchcraft,

r

many people believe, are just
imagined. A lot of people feel
that the power__of suggestion
makes witchcraft work. It is,
however, very real to many
people. Sandy related a story on
how real it can be. "Last
semester there was a guy here
that really got it bad. His
girlfriend put a spell on him.
She told him that he was going
{o die within a month. He was so
scared that he hid from
everyone for about three weeks.
He finally got out and went and
begged her to take the curse off.
He was scared."
Santdy estimated that at
Eastern there are about 25
people' who are really involved
withJheOccult. Sahtana and
Black Sabbath are two wellknown musical groups that are
allegedly into the Occult. Sandy
said that there is really nothing
unreasonable to it. "It's about
the same as the Jesus freaks,
but with a different outlook."

Bewitching

Although he is not a witch,
Merle Hamen is an avid
student of witchcraft. He also
holds interest in biorythm.:

ORGANIZATIONS
"Creatiats" Meet

If you are a student who
writes and enjoys poetry, prose,
or music, and would like to
share and discuss your
"creative portraits " with
others, plan to attend the new
weekly "Creatriats" at 8:30
p.m. Tuesday, March 6, in Case
Hall lobby. Bring your poetry,
guitars, or discussion ideas and
join the fun!

also a former Wesley Foundation member., died of cancer.
The Wesley Foundation will
present a $100 best-in-show
purchase award to the judged
best painting, sculpture,
graphics and drawing. The
winning art work will be on
permanent display in the
Methodist Center.

Paper Recycling
Did you know that trees like
the ones we enjoy sitting under
Women's Softball
and dogs enjoy using so much
Softball intramurals will are
used
to
produce
begin after spring vacation. newspapers? Did you know
Entry blankets are available in your newspapers can be
women's dorms and in Mrs. recycled and thus more
Maupin's office in Weaver.
lavatories will be available for
dogs? Please take your
Planning Calendar
Information for the official?* newspapers-ta the Student
University Planning .Calendar Association Office in the Powell
for the 1973-74 school year is Building., and students in the
now being compiled. Depart- women's dorms should take
ments or organizations may them to respective lobbies by
submit properly approved dates 4:30 p.m. Thursdays. For into Planning Calendar, News and formation, Jessie at 4487.
Publications, Jones Building.
IVCF Meets
Deadline is April 15.
IVCF
is
ah
interdenominational
fellowship.
Art Exhibit
The
Methodist Student Small discussion and sharing
Center, in conjunction with the groups will be formed at 7:30
Eastern Art Club, will present p.m. Thursday in the Jaggers
the 1st annual Ashely Sexton Room. Everyone is invited to
Memorial Art Exhibit March 5. come and participate.
The competitive show will
Pikes Contest
establish a memorial for Ashely
The second annual Pi Kappa
Sexton, a former Eastern art
Alpha
Calendar Girl Contest
student from 1965-1969. Sexton,
will be held at 7 p.m.
tonight
in
Brock
Auditorium.
Admission will be 50c. Sportswear and swimwear competition will be held.

Organizational Meeting

The Society for Human
Equality
will
hold
an
organizational meeting from 810 p.m. Wednesday, March 7, in
the Jaggers Room. Anyone
interested in raising the consciousness level of women is
urged to attend.

Homosexuality
(Continued From Page One)
Homosexuality is not a crime
in countries such as France
where for two centuries under
Napoleonic Code homosexuality
has never been considered
unlawful. In Germany in 1969
there was abolition of an:
tisodomy laws.
However in
many states like Kentucky
sodomy and other homosexual
acts are unlawful.
More than once have male
and female lovers applied for
marriage licenses and been
refused. Just recently however,
a student at University of(
Minnesota who was running for
president of the student body,
applied with his roommate for a
marriage license. The courts
refused them but allowed his
roommate to adopt him so they
could share the same name.
Incidentally the student won the
election by a landslide margin.
Although victories are being
won and strides are being
made, at Eastern the Gay
constituency still remain incognito but for how long is yet to
be seen.

BY JOHN DAVIDSON
Staff Writer
Yes, I believe in witches.
White witchcraft is a very
strong force in the U.S. today,"
said Merl Hamen. Hamen spoke
Tuesday night on "Witchcraft,
ESP, and Satanism" to a crowd
of over 50 people in the
McGregor Date Lounge.
Hamen stressed that he is not
an expert on the Occult.
"Anyone who claims to be is
»ignorant," he said. "They dqn't
even know what they don't
know." He is an engineering
salesman
who lives
in
Lexington and studies the
Occult.
"Many people have thought
me to be a witch. I have been
accused of being a black witch.
I mean no harm to anyone,"
said Hamen. He went on, "No, I
am not a witch... I am a
Christian."
Hamen is interested in the
Occult.
He sees many
situations which he feels can be
attributed to or accounted for
by one or more facets of the
Occult.
A lot can be known, he feels,
by studying a person's bio
rhythm cycle. The person's
physical level, emotional level,
and intellectual level are
charted. If one of these levels
falls, Hamen, and others, feel
that it will be a bad day for the
person in that particular area.
If all three levels fall at the
same time-big trouble is imminent.
Hamen explained how the bio
rhythm cycle has proven itself
to be true to him. When his wife
was pregnant with their second
child, she had pains one night
and had to be rushed to the
hospital. Troubles arose in her
-pregnancy. When Hamen went
home, he received a phone call
from a friend who had a vision
that something was wrong with
Hamen's wife's pregnancy.
The next day Hamen's friend
arrived at his home to chart his
wife's bio rhythm cycle. The bio
rhythm cycle showed there to
be trouble on the day she went
into the hospital. Futhermore,
the chart showed the exact day
the baby would be born. It was
right.
Standing in front of a dimly lit
black backdrop, Hamen said
that there is much witchcraft in
the U.S. today. There is black
witchcraft and white witchcraft.
He said, "Black magic in the
U.S. today is evil. I'm
thoroughly convinced of it.
They are against anvthine God-

fearing." To show their opposition to Christianity, Hamen
said black magkians begin
their meetings by saying the
Lord's Prayer backwards.
Hamen went on, "Black
magicians seem to have a
grudge against the world. They
work for the nonbenefit of the
world."
White witchcraft, on the other
hand, Hamen feels to be
complimentary, not conflicting,
to Christianity. "White witches
work for the benefit of
mankind," he said. He added
that he thinks white witchcraft
is more powerful than black
witchcraft.
Hamen did not ask the
audience to accept what he said.
He challenged them to study the
Occult. He felt that after
studying the Occult, it is hard to
scoff at it.

Exhibit Staged
At Cammack
"Dream a Little Dream of '
Me," a one-man show of '
paintings and drawings by
Charles Helmuth, instructor of
art here at Eastern, opened
February 20 at the Cammack
Art Gallery. The show runs
through March 8 and the
Gallery is open from 8 to 5
Monday through Friday.
The show is a personal type of
show, dealing with imagery of
Helmuth's family. His father
died last September, and this
prompted him to do a series of
paintings and drawings about
his family. The paintings and
drawings are taken from actual'
photographs of his family.
Helmuth deals with imagery
and space. The show of nine
paintings and five drawings
contain people in special
relationships. The people are
set in a variety of settings each
depicting various qualities of
their personalities.
The art works range fronvaii
graphite drawing of Helmuth's
father as a child in 1918 sitting
on a sled, to two paintings of his
father in 1972, one with the
artist himself. Other works of
interest are "My Father and
His White Rabbit," taken from
a 1924 photograph, the "The
Former Sweetheart of Sigma
Nu
at Tower Bridge," a
painting of a forlorn looking
woman surrounded by blue sky
and white clouds.

CAESAR'S

ITALIAN RESTORANTE
College Park Center

Go all out lor Burger Queen

Richmond, Ky.

(Neit To Convenient Food Mart)

Specializing In HOMEMADE ITALIAN PIZZA

Giant Gondola Sandwiches
[-—— — ———Clip This This Coupon————

50* Off on any

^vpzz \o

u——

——

623-7147

;
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Cwidind Tiourf Agency
200 S. Third St
Phone 623-4324

Good March 2-3-4
« Expires 11:00 P.M. Sunday

J
ai

BURGER ^QUEEN

Let us make your Florida hotel or motel reservations for
you at NO EXTRA COSTTO YOU If you cant go to
Florida-call ui and we'll even get you home, (f you'd. Ifke
to-t/y-iheck this deal,
-

M' *ag&

Student Rate Fare
Under 22
Lexci.4t0i.3Ft Laudt.-dale
Round-trip via Delta Airlines
only 414.00

'Open To 11
Sunday thru Thursday
Friday Til 12:00 '
Saturday Til 12:00
BIG HILL AVE. ON U.S. 25

,—

Open: 4 p.m.-12 Midnight Sun. thru Thurs.
Open: 4 p.m..-1 a.m. Fri. and Sat

Chicken Dinner

Sizes S-M-L Colors pink or blue

-

We Deliver

COUPON
FREE-LARGE DRINK
with each

PIZZA

i

r.

Save the hassle & that long distance Phone bill.
You'll pay nothing extra for your reservations
through us.
* Tours
■» REMEMBER
* Car Rentals

NO EXTRA COST TO rOUl '-,
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Reflecting Wilderness

Cabin Simulation Being Built
BY JOAN COTTONGIM
Feature Editor

Sculpturess

There's a different experience awaiting Eastern's
students in the Crabbe Library,
in the Eastern Museum on the
fourth floor.
There you'll get .tY\e unique
experience of seeing a jog cabin
in the building process.
The cabin is a major step in
"trying to make it (the
museum) into a Kentucky
Museum, with only Kentucky
artifacts," said Mrs. Jane
Munson. curator of the
museum.
She continued,
*Jl was goine to simulate the
cabin but 1 tnought we might as
well do it rHrttt."
So, in order to honestly reflect
life in the wilderness), the
museum purchased a real cabin
from Cy Tanksley of Laurel
County, Kentucky. The 16' x 16'

Khftnda Smith, a junior an
major helps with reconstruction of Cy Tanksley's log
cabin.
,

NEWSBRIEFS
Chisholm, Ehrlich, Rosewood Rebellion To Appejr Here
Shirley Chisholm, Paul
Ehrlich, and the Rosewood
Rebellion will appear in
programs at Eastern this spring
under auspices of the Eastern
Center Board.
Shirley Chisholm, New York,
the first Black Congresswoman
in the United States, will speak
in Hiram Brock Auditorium
March 19.
The Rosewood Rebellion, the
marimba group that plays 39
instruments, will play March
28, also in Brock Auditorium.
Dr. Paul Ehrlich, the
population expert, will lecture
in Brock April 24.
These programs are part of
tltoCenter Board's fine arts and
lecture series. The Board is
composed of students, faculty
members and administrators.

The Eastern Symphonic Band
directed by John C. Lawson Jr.
will present its winter concert
Sunday,
March 4 at 4 p.m.
irt Brock Auditorium.

The 66-member band will play
'Fiesta del Pacifico" by Roger
Nixon, the fourth movement
from "Symphony No. 5" by
Shostakovich, and the ' 'Polka
and Fugue" from the opera
"Schwanda, the Bagpiper" by
Jaromir Weinberger.
The public is invited to attend
the concert without admission
charge.

William H. Martin,Assistant
Professor in the General Studies
Science Department, has been
invited to present a scientific
paper and assist in conducting
field trips and panel discussions
at the 1973 International
Geobotany Conference, March 2
and 3 at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville.

Eastern Kentucky University's second annual Bluegrass
Invitational Debate Tournament will be held this Friday

Circle K Decides To
Accept Female Members
Circle
K,
a
service
organization affiliated with
Kiwanis Internationals, will now
be accepting female members.
The decision to include
women in the organization
tame both from local chapters
and from the International
group. Women have been, in the
past few months, members of
K—Mates, a group affiliated
with Circle K.
Tom Wardell, president of
Circle K, said that whether or
not Circle K clubs accepted
female members was up to the
local chapter of the Kiwanis
Club here in Richmond. The
girls he said would no longer be
a separate group, that they
would be "doing everything
together," nor would there be
any special projects for them.
Circle K has in the past
worked the consession stands
during football and basketball
seasons, only one of the services

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famoui U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-anow off *eaaon
the U.S. Women'* Alpine Ski Team
member* go on the "Ski Town" diet
to loa* 20 pound* in two week*.
That'* right — 20 pound* in 14 day*!
The baai* of the diet i* chemical food
action and wa* deviaed by a famous
Colorado phyaician especially for the
US. Ski Team. Normal energy ia
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You' keep "full" — no
starvation — because the diet ia designed that way! If* a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or *tay at home.
This is. honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women'* Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So. give
. £ JZ^~. ~m« --i»k the,U.S. Ski
"Team get*.' Loae weight the *cientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diet*, you owe it to your.self to^try the„JJ.S^ Women's Ski
Team Diet. That ia, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two week*.
Order today. Tear thi* out aa a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 (S2.25 for Rush
Service) — ca*h is O.K. — to Information Source* Co.. P.O. Bos 982,
Dept. ST. Carpinteria. Calif. 93013.
Don't order unless youiexpect to loae
20 pound* in two week*! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

an(j

Saturday, March 2nd and
3rd Tne Eastern debate will be
hosting teams from a number cf
states including the teams from
U of K, University of Wisconsin,
U
of
North
Carolina,
Washington and Lee, VMI, Ball
State University, and many
others.
Forensics headquarters will
be in room 149 of the Wallace
Building where a complete
schedule of team pairings and
the times of each round will be
available.

A Cross-Cultural Relations
workshop will be held March 910 at the University of Kentucky. The purpose of this
workshop is to try to sensitize
students and faculty to the
value of cultural diversity and
to enhance their intercultural
awareness. Small group interaction and special program
presentations are planned for
exploring some of the problems
that exist in campus crosscultural relations.

original cabin was built one
hundred years
ago
by
Tanksley's father right after he
was married. Us first location
was on the Jackson-Rockcastle
County line at a place called
Red Hill.
Cy.Tanksley called this cabin
his home for approximately
eighty years. Last summer he
moved into a house trailer; then
the museum purchased the
cabin for $80.
The cabin, at this point has
the framework together. According to Mrs. Munson, at the
completion of the construction,
the cut down, 10' x 12' cabin will
"be furnished like it might have
been." This simulation of the
late 1800's and early 1900's will
include a fireplace, a gun,
kitchen utensils and table, and
possibly a spinning wheel. A
handmade cord bed will be
displayed along with the portrait of the maker of the bed and
his wife. Mrs. Munson said she
is still searching for a "little
handmade table." Other
materials, of Kentucky origin,
hopefully will be acquired.
The reconstructed cabin will
also have a porch and partial
roof. A dog trot was in the
middle of the Tanksley cabin,
but will be missing in the
imitation as there will be only
one room as opposed to four
rooms previously. .
The actual construction of the
cabin is being worked by Mrs.
Munson, Rhonda Smith, a
art major from RichJ^J'
mond, and a history professor
who "does the heavy work,"
said Mrs. Munson. Miss Smith

McDonald's
is open for
breakfast!
%

is doing the chinking, designing
the fireplace, and has put up
wire connecting the logs.
When the cabin is finished,
hopefully in late March, how will
it be removed from the library?
According to Mrs. Munson the
problem will never arise
because "The cabin will be here
as long as the museum is here."

Featuring Egg McMuffin.

New Spring
Semester Set

•

An egg, grilled in butter, covered with
cheese and Canadian bacon, on a
toasted, buttered English muffin.
You can . .ave the great new Egg McMuffin
by itself. Or with Florida orange juice and a
cup of coffee.
Either way, it's at a price that won't jolt
you awake.

Dr. Robert R. Martin,
Eastern president announced
Friday that Eastern "has
developed a new spring
semester" which will begin
March 5 and extend through ,
May 12.
Dr. Martin said, "The new
semester is intended to serve
high school graduates completing their work in February,
returning veterans, and others
who may have been unable to
enroll in January."
Under the new semester plan,
a student may enroll in six to
nine semester hours of general
education courses applicable
to various undergraduate
degree programs.
Registration and orientation
for the new semester will begin
at 11 am. Monday, March 5.
Students interested in enrolling
should write to the Dean of
Admissions at. Eastern.

Open 7 a.m.
McDonalds
u
Li-

485

Eastern By-Pass

Recycle
Yourself
Even when you're doing nothing,
you're doing something on a
Raleigh bicycle. Something good
for your body and mind.
And with a precision-made
Raleigh, you won't have to worry
about it wearing out before its time.

THE BICYCLE FIT FOR YOU.

Also your NISHIKI dealer
plus several other lines

Iwtp'm

they perform. One project
planned for tonight is a party
given for crippled children at
the Shriner's Hospital in
Lexington.
The group held an orientation
meeting last Monday night to
introduce the new women to the
ideas and policies by which the
organization is governed.
Circle K meets every Monday
night at 8:30 p.m. in Room 348 of
the Wallace Building.

BICYCLE WORLD

The
EKU
Symphony
Orchestra will present a
children's concert at 10:30 a.m.
Friday in Brock Auditorium.
The concert is presented free of
charge for
6th, 7th, and 8th
graders of the Madison County
and Richmond schools.

Expert Service, Sales,
i Accessories

PORTER DRIVE
(BEHIND JERRY'S)
Richmond 623-7214

VOTE FOR EIGHT ON EACH SQUAD
WHITE (WJST)

RED (EAST)

00L ! ,fcjrf*^Kj£r-Kintuckv
61D Mik* Bayar-Sacrtd Hurt

1

MOVIES!

02U»ke»aM»-^bVimptii

CH

S4D E.C. Colemsn-Hoimon Baptist

. H1WH

st

56D Krstimir Co«c-Bris.ham Youn*.
S7D John Coughrtn-Ciliforni*

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

• •••••
March 2 & 3
Friday & Saturday

OEZOBic

ItO Msl Oem-St. Jefta't (NY.)

NO OH* EeMris-OkMwM City

11D Derrek Okksy- C'ndsnati

BiaEvFssms-ldshoSuti

3D Stsv* 0*w«i»i-l«*i*n**,,r
40

0*M

TCWavmtM-WsstTMMStttt

1

PRIZE

Ond

DDI7C —

Plane flight down and back to
Daytona beach.
ALS0= $30 cash spending money.
PLUS- A swim suit of your choice.

|

MO •** Harm-Stsaksa f. Amtie . I

Dsyls-Maty Cr»

wms®> on* wm&KsiK

62

THE MAGNIFICENT
SEVEN RIDE
(PG) Action Dr.

Lee Van Cleef,
Stefanie Powers,
Michael Callan,
Mariette Hartley

• ••*••

March 5. 7 & 8
Monday, Wed & Thursday

8

(PG) Comedy

::¥an«»ibii
ftbmttefMo 4rie

0

IKFSIIHNTOI I

1 iTftonnie Hague-Georgii

7l[ ' Erni* Kusnyer-Kansas State

|

2TJ Altan Hornytk-Ohio Stale

72G Bob Lauriski-Utah State

|

3D. Wendell Hudson-Alabama

03 f - Al Lewii-Cieighton

4IJ Tom
om IngeUbyingeitay-vwanova
Villanova

74. ! James Lister-Sam Houston State |

5..I Kee^oycepjgjsh
6 Ge1

75.1 Ooug little-Oregon

Cajfltte .

T~. Ro
8
Tom Ko/elko-JBedo
9

J.j*pfe,Mifl"

II

lA

John laing-AJ^ttana (III

■>. Diane Keaton,
Tony Roberts
Selected Short Subjects
All Programs,
Ticket Office Opens 7:00 P.M.
•Show Starts 7:30 P.M
Admission 75'
-Children (under 12) 50'

m»m? ■TRe View

79.1 Dartyl Minniefitid-New Mexico
jEr$tt£&VF Mitchell-Kansas State

HOW TO

ENTER?

|
{
j

Just Come In Our Store And Get
4
An Entry Blank

8lD Monroe Math -Southern California |

1G Mik* Lss-Syracuse
LsvvH-narvsro
2D FloydI Lewis-Harvard

13H#'flzza

Iton

f>sh

WU Steve Newiome-Roustton

•D-Ernis Losch-Tulane

I
I

DRAWING

WILL BE HELD

MARCH

6™

Alhe

K
Charlie Mitchell-Eastern Ky

87

Jim O'Brien-Maryland

88 .'. Marvin Rich-Oklahoma City

Barry

Gary Rhoades-Colorado State

;; Good thru Wednesday:

Ronnie

' Woody Allen,

pair of pants with matching shirt.

|

76

787-1 ChTr^PWurr^f-sff Diego State j

ID Dwtght Lamar-SW LouitianeQfl

A

I

9 'JPhil Hsnkinson-Pepn

3

PLAY IT
, AGAIN SAM

Billy Jack-ao- Cal PolwJSLO

7DMik

Reggir Royals ^priddfctdte

■ I

March 7

9\.~ Vince Smith-Wichita State

■fistatSkW _ CMfjMb ^^as*Aaa*ii-S»ni*. «*<•.•. — I
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;V '

Try our new larger Family Size
Pizza — and spend more time
with your family!

EASTERN BY-PASS

i

REGISTER NOW!
i -••■ i ■

THE

SPANISH
HUT

623-2264
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■
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Seeking Winning Season

urk's
orner

K

Cagers Close Campaign At forehead
BY JIM KIRK
Sports Editor

BY JIM KIRK
Progress Sports Editor

Race Tightens Up

.

It seemed for a while as if the OVC was going to
have an unusually calm title chase this year. Here
were Austin Peay's upstart Governors, merrily
rolling along with a 10-1 record, two game lead, and
visions of easily capturing the school's first
basketball crown ever. There were only three
games to go. No way the roof can fall in, right?
Wrong. The roof not only fell in on Austin Peay,
it almost crushed them into oblivion. The
Governors almost blew the works when they
dropped a two point decision to Western last
Saturday and a one pointer to Middle Tennessee on
Monday, and they were saved from a disastrous
situation only when Western (which has changed
from a giant to a giant killer in two seasons) surprised Murray Monday night.
The result of the sudden rash of upsets is a
typical OVC tangle. Murray is still a game behind
the Governors but the two teams meet at Murray
on Saturday afternoon (on Channel 27 at 1 p.m.).
So, if the Racers win, it will force another game
between the two teams in a playoff next week.
Austin Peay and Murray are the only teams leftin
contention now, but if it hadn't been forsomeother
upsets the race would be an even bigger scramble.
Eastern's recent losses to Western and Tennessee Tech recently di«ta*t seem to be too important at the time since it looked as if Austin Peay
was home free. But as things stand now, the
Colonels would still have had a chance to tie for the
title if they'd won those two games. Morehead also
could still be in the thick of the race now if they
hadn't lost to Tennessee Tech and East Tennessee
last weekend. It just goes to prove that no lead is
safe in the OVC no matter how well things are
going. /
Austin Peay's collapse definitely has managed to
perk up the league's TV series as well as the conference race itself. The "game of the week"hasn't
exactly come up with the most exciting contests of
the year so far, but this Saturday's clash ought to
attract a fairly sizeable audience.
We want to take time to congratulate coach
/I Donald Combs and his Eastern Eels on winning
v their unprecedented Hth straight Kentucky
Intercollegiate Swimming Championship. It's a
fantastic record that probably no one will ever'
equal in Kentucky collegiate swimming.

Eastern's Charlie Mitchell (30) and Wade Upchurch attempt
to hlock this shot by East Tennessee's Nat Major (24) at Johnson
City last Monday. EKU whipped the Bucs 77-72.

Grapplers Post 9-7 Mark
The Eastern wrestling team
recently closed out its dual meet
season with a convinclhe 49-3
victory over Xavier University.
However, the grapplers also
dropped two decisions in their
final double dual meet as they
bowed to Ashland College 34-3
and the University of Cincinnati
37-4, giving thern^a final dual
meet record of 9-7. «
The Eastern matmen won
nine out of ten individual
matches in the rout over
Xavier. EKU's Mike Mussman.
Ken Bostleman, Marvin Alstott,
Randy Randolph, and Chris
Reeder all scored pins while cocaptain Dick Loewenstine and
Joe Neff won decisions. Cocaptain Bill Froman and Bob
Roach also scored victories
because of forfeits.
The Cincy-Ashland meet was
a different story, however, as
the EKU wrestlers could only
win one match in each meet
against them. In the Ashland
meet the only victory for the
Colonels came in the 142 pound
match
when
Mussman
decisloned his opponent 6-0, and
against Cincinnati Alstott
• recorded EKU's only win with
an 18-1 superior decision.
"Overall, I'm very pleased

with the team's performance
this season especially when you
take into account the tougher
schedule and all the injuries
we had this year," commented
EKU wrestling coach Richard
Achtzeh" after the final meet.

About a month ago, when the
OVC basketball race was
beginning to get into full swing,
people were pointing to the
Eastern- Morehead " season
finale on March 3 and saying,
•Boy, that ought to be the
crucial game. That one should
decide the conference!"
Since both teams were right
at the top of the standings then
this seemed to be a reasonable
assumption, but things haven't
quite worked out that way.
When this Saturday rolls around
it will be Austin Peay and
Murray battling it out for the
crown
at
Murray;
the
previously "long awaited"
rematch between EKU and
Morehead (7:30 p.m. at
Wetherby
Fieldhouse
in
Morehead) will be totally
meaningless as far as the title
race is concerned.
The game won't be totally
meaningless to the Colonels,
however. Eastern currently
stands 7-6 in the league and 1212 overall, so a victory over the
Eagles is a must if they are to
finish over .500 this year on
either count. It's also an important clash for EKU's Charlie

Mitchell, the 6-3 senior forward
who now has 1.490 points for his
career. Mitch needs 10 points to
become only the second player
in Eastern history to go over the
1,500 point mark (Eddie Bodkin
is the all t ime leader with 1,587).
Morehead. the unanimous
pre-season championship
choice, has had a strange and
extremely
disappointing
season. The Eagles, last year's
OVC co-champions started off
the season with four straight
wins but then proceeded to lose
six.in a row. They followed the
losing streak with a seven game
winning streak, but since it
ended they're been woefully
inconsistent, winning two and
losing five.
Still, the Eagles managed to
stay in title contention until
this past weekend when Tennessee Tech and East Tennessee shattered their hopes by
handing them their fourth and
fifth conference defeats. These
two damaging blows left the
Eagles with an 8-5 league
record, 13-11 overall mark, and
no hope for this year.
Leonard Coulter, Morehead's
rugged all-OVC forward, was
supposed to miss last weekend's
games with a chipped bone in

his knee, but he played extensively in both contests so
presumeably he'll be ready this
Saturday. The 6-5 junior from
Danville leads the Eagles in
scoring with a 21 points per
game average (fourth in the
OVO and in rebounding (over
11 per game).
Junior forward Eugene Lyons

Western Destroys Title Hopes
BY PAT WILSON
Staff Writer
The Colonels played four
games in the past two weeks
and lost two of them, thereby
falling out of the OVC title race.
The two losses, to lowly Western
and Tennessee Tech, cost the
Colonels a chance to tie for the
title because Austin Peay and
Murray have both been losing
recently.
Two weeks ago this Saturday
Eastern beat Middle Tennessee
in a regionally televised game
74-58. As usual the Colonels
were led by Charlie Mitchell
and Robert Brooks. Mitchell
scored 22 points and Brooks had
17 and 14 rebounds.
The following Monday came
the game that killed the

Don't accept a
collect call without
your STAN

Colonels' chances of repeating
as OVC champs. Arch-rival
Western invaded Alumni
Coliseum for the last home
game of the season and clipped
EKU 77-71.
The opening minutes of the
Eastern-Western
game
reminded one of the Vietnam
War. Both sides were fighting
hard but neither was doing
anything and neither was
getting anywhere. Eastern led,
6-2 after the first four minutes
when the game finally started to
resemble basketball. Western
got hot in the remaining
moments of the first half, and
the 'Toppers led at the break 3830 and jumped to a 14 point lead
at one point in the second half.
Eastern kept threatening to
play basketball in the waning
moments but couldn't put any
long spurts together. Eastern's
main problem was that Charlie
Mitchell couldn't seem to get
the ball in the hoop. Several of
his shots seemed certain but
mysteriously came back out,
and he finished with only seven
points. Granville Bunton and

Frosh Finish 15-2 Year
Eastern's
freshman against Somerset, especially
basketball squad closed out a reserve guard Doug Wilson who
superb 15-2 season recently by hit on eight of his nine shots and
posting victories over Kentucky finished with 16 points. Gaines
Business
College
and hit on 13 of 19, scored 27 points
Somerset Community College. and hauled down 15 rebounds,
Balanced scoring was the key Bugg hit on all five of his shots
to the 91-87 win over Kentucky and scored 11 points, and
Business as Eastern placed five Stoddard hit on all four of his
men in double figures. Center and scored nine. Routt had a
Bill Gaines paced the attack game high 17 rebounds as the
with 20 points and a game high Colonels won the battle of the.,
20 rebounds while Dennis boards 57-41.
The Colonel freshmen edged
Barbour scored 17, David Routt
16, Mark Bugg 13, and David the University of Dayton fresh-,
Stoddard 11. The Colonel frosh men 64-62 in a game played at
had a 68-64 edge in rebounding Dayton on February 14. Craig
and shot 43.7 per cent from the Turner, a freshman guard who
field as compared to 35.2 pr cent had been playing as a reserve
on the varsity squad, paced the
for Kentucky Business.
Mike Lewis of Kentucky Colonels in scoring against
Business College led all scorers Dayton with 19 points while
with 33 points and Mike Barbour chipped in with 16.
Edwards of KBC added 22.

Netters Drub Marshall

Eastern's first home match is
slated for March 9 against
Central Michigan. All home
matches this season will be held
on the Martin Hall courts.

Vz Golden Fried Chicken

The worlds best pizza makers are proud to serve
you the following varieties of Delicious Pizza.

Cheese
Onion
Sausage

Bacon
Olives
Green Pepper

Pepperoni

Mushroom

Ham

Tuna Fish

Beef
Kosher Salami

Shrimp

Served with Baked Potato or French Fries
and Salad

Italian Style Spaghetti

Anchovies

Served with a salad, bread, and our own
Special Meat Sauce

SANDWICHES

kosher Salami Genoa Salami, lettuce, onion,
tomatoes, cheese, mayonaise and our
Special Sauce

French Dressing-Thousand Island
Vinegar and Oil

House Special

FRENCHFRIES

sausage, onion, pepperoni, beef kosher
salami, bacon, green pepper, & mushrooms

. Root Beer
Sprite
^
Orange
Iced Tea .

You have tried the rest now try
the very best! We don't only
advertise the world's best pizza,

• ■^

liver

>-.

Keeping you in touch

-

BEVERAGES

All combinations-30* extra for each addition

*

-■<

«.»

frs*

110 South Second St.

623-5400
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY

i

COMBINATION SALAD

sausage, pepperoni, & mushroom

;

»:

Real Submarine

E.K.U. Special

**t*ie:::.._ it!

■:■

On submarine bun with mayonaise and
lettuce

sausage, green pepper, & onion

different from a telephone number because it's used only for toll and collect calls.
So. remember STAN; hes good company because you can call or accept a call
as lor\g as you ve got him.
Keep in touch with STAN.

I

Ham

Andy's Special

i[^B^buthCenirart?ell

Reynolds 4-6, 6-1, 6-1; Fred
Scott over Tom Noone 6-1, 6-4;
and Horst Bergmann over ScottHagan 6-0, 6-0.
In the doubles matches,
Frazier and Wilmoth of Marshall
whipped Eastern's
.Ballard and Sims 6-1, 6-3, but
EKU's Greenup and Henry
Shores beat Reynolds and
Noone 7-5, 6-3 and Eastern's
Stephenson and John Young
knocked off Knapp and Toltli"
Moss 6-4, 6-1.

DINNERS

PIZZAS

SPECIALS

^•43fW£-*:fc £..

There will be an important
team managers' meeting
tomorrow at 4 p.m. in Begley
156 for mens' intramural softball. Any team wishing to enter
the softball competition this
year must have a represen:
tative at this meeting.

MENU

IDONT DO ANYTHING
WITHOUT MY STAN!

—-

Softball Meeting

The Colonel freshmen hit on
61.6 per cent of their shots in
downing Somerset 107-87.
Barbour burned the nets again
as he hit on 10 of his 14 shots and
all nine of his free throws,
finishing with a game high of 29
points.
Several other Colonels had
sensational shooting nights

Kent Allison led Western with 13
points each while Carl Brown
was the game's leading scorer
with 16 for Eastern.
This past weekend Eastern
journeyed down to Tennessee
Tech
where
they
were
run right out of the gym, 104-76.
The game had no real meaning
and since there was little incentive, it is conceivable that
the Colonels were not beaten as
The EKU varsity tennis team
badly as it seems.
Still, Eastern was never opened its 1973 season with a 7-2
over
Marshall
really in it. Tech outrebounded victory
the Colonels 55-41 and shot 51 University in an indoor match
per cent while Eastern led only at Huntington, West Virginia,
in the turnover column with 23. last Friday night. Coach Tom
Rich Stone led Tech with 26 Higgins' crew took five of the
while Mitchell had 22 for six singles matches and two of.
the three doubles contests.
Eastern._
Eastern's No. 1 player, P.D.
Eastern then went to Johnson
City last Monday where they Ballard, lost his singles match
defeated East Tennessee to Marshall's Jim Frazier 4-6,677-72. It was a close game up to 1, 7-5, but the rest of the EKU
the half with Eastern leading 36- netters all emerged victorious
35, but in the second half in their matches. The results of
Eastern jumped to a 13 point the other single matches were
lead with 11:16 to gQ and hung Bruce Sims (EKU) over Jim
on until the end. Mitchell again Wilmoth 6-3, 6-3; Jim Greenup
led the Colonels with 22 points oVer Jim Knapp 6-3, 7-5; Greg
Stephenson
over ♦
Rick
and Brooks had 18.

All Pizzas Have Cheese

When your phone rings with a collect
call, give the operator your STAN
number before you accept the charges
STAN is your Student. Telephone
Account Number, and you and STAN
can accept collect calls. STAN is.

and junior guard Howard
Wallen have been the Eagles'
top point producers besides
Coulter. The 6-5 Lyons, who
never seems to have a bad
game, is averaging 16 points
and six rebounds and Wallen, an
all-OVC choice last year and a
deadeye outside shooter, is also
hitting at a 16 point clip.

4:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 4:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

I

I
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Gymnastics Championships Here

Set Five Records

Eds Take 11th Straight KISC Crown
BY BILL STAPLETON
Staff Writer
Eastern's Eels captured their
llth consecutive Kentucky
(intercollegiate
Swimming
Championship last weekend as
they won 11 of 18 individual
events and set five new KISC
records during the three-day
I meet at Bowling Green.
The Eels won five of eight

events on the last day of competition to finish with a total of
581'v points, well ahead of
runnerup Western which had a
final total of 503. The University
of Kentucky finished third with
3064 points," forehead State
was fourth with 130, the
University of Louisville fifth
with 125, and Union College
sixth with 67.
Individual winners on the last

Swimmers Edge UK
In Final Dual Meet
BY BILL STAPLETON
Staff Writer
"It was one of the greatest
meets that an Eastern team has
ever swum," said coach Don
Combs, after his Eels had
"shocked" the University of
Kentucky 57-56 in the Combs
Natatorium on February 20.
"Everyone swam extremely
well," said Combs, "but the
man who inspired the victory
was John Davenport, our senior
captain." The Eels had
dedicated the meet to Davenport, who was swimming for the
last time in Combs Natatorium.
In the
medley
relay,
Davenport
swam
the
breastroke leg in 1:01.2, three
seconds under his best time of
the year. He then won the 200
yard Individual Medley with a
2:01.15, breaking his own
school record of 2:01.6.
Later, swimming against
UK's Dave Baron, who finished
ninth in the Olympic trials in the
200
meter
breastroke,
Davenport swam a 2:13.01,
another school record, although
Baron won with a 2:11.35.
Davenport, however, did qualify
to participate in the NCAA
Championships in Knoxville
March 22, 23, 24.

day for Eastern were Johp
Davenport in the 200-individuaf
medley with a time of 2:01.6
(this tied his own record set in
1970); Terry Stoddard in the 500
yard freestyle with a time of
22.3; Wes Arnold in the 100 yard
backstroke (55.4, a time which
bettered Arnold's old KISC
record); and Davenport again
in the 200 yard breaststroke
where he tied UK's Dave Baron
for first with a time of 2:15.6
(another KISC record).

Arnold set a new record of two
minutes flat in winning (he 200
yard backstroke on the second
day of the meet. Miles won the
200 yard freestyle on the second
day with a time of 1:46.5, and
the 400 yard medley relay team
composed of Arnold, Davenport, Jim Foff, and Paul
Spearman also won on the
second day, posting a time of
3:39 flat.

Eastern will host the Kentucky Intercollegiate Gymnastic championships this
Saturday. March 3, at 2 p.m. in
the Auxiliary Gym of Alumni
Coliseum.
Coach
Gerald
Calkins EKU gymnasts are the
current titleholders of the
KIGC.
Eastern ran its dual meet
record to 7-2 with a 72.1-57.7 win
over Georgetown College last
Wednesday at Georgetown, r
EKU freshman Bill Sherrill
took first place in the all-around

BILL SIlKKIill.l.

competition, while freshman
Dirk Martin took second.
The gymnastics squad also
won three earlier home meets
as they trounced Georgetown
College on February 16 and won
a triangular meet over Miami of
Ohio and the University of
Kentucky on February 17. Both
meets were held In the Alumni
Coliseum auxiliary gym.
The EKU gymnasts outscored
Georgetown in every event in
coasting to an 89.3 to 59.9 victory. Eastern s Kim Charleston

Davenport also set a new
record on the first day of
competition as he won the 400
yard individual medley in a
time of 4:23.8. Other first day
winners for Eastern were
Stoddard in%ie 1650 yard
freestyle (17:09.5) and the 800
freestyle relay team (Miles,
Stoddard, Tom Houchin, and
Bill Stapleton) which took first
in a time of 7:17.1.

Miles, Arnold, Paul Spearman,
and Stapleton swam the
distance in 3:14.89, three
seconds under their best effort
of the year.
Eastern finished its dual meet
season with a record of nine
wins and two defeats.

OVC BASKETBALL STANDINGS
ovc

STUFFED
ANIMALS

ALL

AUSTIN PEAY
MURRAY
MOREHEAD
EASTERN '
TENNESSEE TECH
WESTERN
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
EAST TENNESSEE

PRICE

ALL

ALBUMS
&

**&*

is.J^V.
*3?SS5**
"la
£«853

•*■

,

v>

STEREO TAPES

UNGftS

$1.00 OFF LIST PRICE

ives

GLASSWARE

COSAAETiC
BEAUTY AIDS

with an appetite
for diversion

NOW

Wes Arnold, who shaved his
COLOR
headj^specially for the meet to
reduce
resistance,
also
qualified for the Nationals with
AND
his time of 54.2 on the
backstroke leg in the medley
relay,.;,
.
,-. ., ■>•,.
After the medley relay, fresh4 MiU» South on U.S. 25, Btr>o Road - Phone 623-1718
man Terry Stoddard tied Rick
TOMORROW—SATURDAY-SUNDAY
AT 7:30 P.M. '
Murphy's team mark in the 1000
yard freestyle with a 10:16.01. THE COUNTlS BACK WITH AN EYE FOR LONDON'S
HOT PANTS...AND A TASTE FOR OVER THING.
Murph>' was second with a
10:23.52. Eastern also finished
first and second in the next
event, the 200 freestyle, as Bill
Stapleton and Wilson Myers had
times of 1:47.50 and 1:49.21,
respectively.
Other winners for Eastern
ncluded Murphy, who won the
200'>utterfly with a 2:02.35; J.B.
Hughes, who won the 50 free
witti a 22.40; and Kevin Miles, "
whife won the 100 free with a

NP

WfeE**

Vi

\OTV^

Cocktail glasses
Ash trays
Mugs

PRICE

PRICE

GENERAL READING BOOKS"
I Paper backs-Bibles

RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE

cook< books
best sellers

ALL

Wgs

apt

GREETING CARDS
PRICE

10% OFF LIST PRICE
Foster Grant

SUNGLASSES
Vz PRICE

TYPEWRITER
REG. «59.95

HOW Vz PRICE

Tremendous Selection

SWEATSHIRTS

49.1.

SWEATES
T-SHIRTS
PRICE

m has been the case during
thellast two years, the meet
w eft down to the last event, the
40Ufjyard free relay, before itwait'decided. Eastern's team of

COSTUME
JEWELRY

CLIP THIS COUPON

?•

FREE
AU

POSTERS
y2

(on Regular Big Brazier only)
expires March 7 th

AU

•Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.. Am. D.Q. Corp. © Copyright 1973. Am. D.Q. Corp.

KA8TEKN BY-PASS
~:

RICE

ftKlrtf

NOW

$495

623-9372

292 South Second St.
Richmond, Ky.

Wallace's
BOOKSTORE

%

4fy

?*IVI IN

iWATER BUFFALO

PRICF

PUZZLES

-••

1* **u

on all soft good
purchases

SANDALS

O RC Reg.'1.10
O *3
(Value)

% brazier.

PRICE

CUSTOM IMPRINTING

TWO
BRAZIERS'
Dairy
Queen

tM

VJS,
S»0»

BUCCANEER

Arnold Also Qualifies

>'.

placed first in the all-around
competition and freshman Bill
Sherrill finished third.
Eastern beat Miami by forfeit
and topped UK 95.35 to 89.2. UK
jumped off to a six point lead in
the floor exercise, but Eastern
took the lead in the pommel
horse and proceeded to outscorc
UK in every event thereafter
except the parallel bars.
Eastern's Karl Korade placed
first in the all-around.
There willjbe no charge for
admission to the KIGC.

ft
.1

.••
.-■

j

MKjn THRU^FRi:
9 to 7

3 cc^r.::s? IOCATIQKS:

h MAIN STREET

ond

SATURDAYS

10 TO 6

WATER STRUT
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\
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False Alarms Trigger Investigation

'Wine' Inconsistent
r.v rumci.\DOTSON
I- 'tar Xrts Heporter

A night of gala celebration
followed the reopening of Pearl
Buchanan Theatre with the
Header's Theatre production,
Dandelion Wine directed by
Dan Robinette.
Dandelion Wine based on the
novel by Ray Bradbury, tells
the story of a boy growing up in
the year 1928. Using a cast of
ten. Robinette. interchanged
players resulting in several of
the cast playing two and three
roles.
The play was divided into two
parts: The Awakening; The
Joys of Summer and The
Realization; The Sorrows of
Summer.
As
the
show
progressed, it grew stronger.
However there were several
difficulties which were overcome with varying degrees of
success by the cast.
The major problem was
Robinette's inconsistency with
the use and non-use of scripts;
the use of slides "*< frequently
throughout the first half of the
show and infrequently toward
the end) and finally at times the
characters looked directly at
each other which was inconsistent with character
angles. All of these things made
this production uneven at the
very least.
The pace was much too fast,
as the show opened. However as
the show progressed, the pace
improved. The order of the
scenes was also confusing. For
example it would have made
more sense to have the two
scenes involving
Colonel
Freeleigh follow one another.
Since they're so closely related
why not combine them?
This show is so full of imagery
and symbolism it's almost too
much to digest at one sitting and
it wasn't made any easier for
the audience by this cutting.
Death was a prevailing image
throughout but I never fully
understood how death related to
Dandelion Wine until the very
end.
' The set created the proper

mood yet Robinette didn't
always make full use of it. So
much could have been done with
movement of the characters but
instead the
chorus was
placed in one corner of the stage
and left there. The use of the
chorus was an effective idea
and it worked well especially in
the final scene.
There were several outstanding performances by
members of the cast. Chuck
Owens as Col. Freeleigh gave
the most consistent performance as the old man with
grand memories of the past.
Owens
was
particularly
touching in the Time Machine
scene.
Phil Stewart as the Narrator
had perhaps the most difficult
job. Stewart strained valiantly
but it was a strain. His rate and
pitch varied little although at
times he almost had me
believing and feeling what he
was trying to create.
Mike Morgan as Douglas
Spaulding was generally a
success in his role although at
times he tried too hard to be a
twelve year old boy and ended
up being an actor trying to be a
child.
Danny Browning playing a
dual role achieved what others
in the cast failed. As Tom and as
Dad, Danny created two totally
different characters, completely unalike. The same could
not be said of Bobby Butler who
in his roles as Grandpa, Mr.
Sanderson and Pawnee Bill was
consistent in the sameness of
his character.
Brandon Nuttall, Patricia
Perry, Ruth Moore, and
Deborah Burris all gave
adequate performances and
Kathy Paris as Grandma gave a
performance which deserves no
comment.
This was Mr. Robinette's first
directorial effort here at
Eastern. Overall the show
failed to achieve the magic it
was capable of but the cast
made a strong effort which
almost lifted it into that realm
of something special. _

The committee feels that the
speedy termination of ringing
false alarms is important. With
Due to the recent rise in false this in mind the committee has
lire alarms, chute fires, and recommended that no less than
other safety problems, a two persons go through
special committee has been set training to be able to turn off
up at Eastern to investigate the and reset the alarms.
problem.
The
committee
also
The Committee to Solve Fire recommended to President
and Safety Problems in Martin that he recommend to
Resident Halls had its first the Board of Regents that
meeting on January 11, 1973, giving a false lire alarm and
and was charged with the task
of studying the problem and
making recommendations. to
solve it.
During the fall semester of
1972, the number of fire alarms
in
each
hall
was
as
follows: Commonweallth, 42;
BY PAWN CONI.KY
Keene. 24; Martin, 17; Todd, 24,
News Kriitor
Case and O'Donnell, 12;
Student Senate meetings
Telford, 9; and fewer alarms in
during the last two weeks have
the other dorms.
The* replacements of bells, involved constitutional
clappers, and other equipment amendments which would limit
amounted to $546.50 for Com- the amount of money candidates for offices may spend on
monwealth Hall alone
Labor costs for electricians on their campaigning.
Bob Burdge, junior political
night call is approximately $20
science
major from Fort
or $25. Night calls are overtime
Pierce,
Florida,
and Bernard
so plumbers andelectriciansare
O'Bryan,
a
junior
business
paid from the time they leave
major,
both
proposed
amendhome until they return home.
ments
which
would
keep
the
Trash chute fires involve both
plumbers and electricians. The amount of spending for camexpense of replacing each paigns down, thus eliminating
sprinkler head is approximately the possiblity of anyone buying
his way into office.
$4-$4.50 apiece.
Burdge's amendment would
The committee has recommended President Martin allow (1) $200 per ticket for
and
authorize a reward of $50 for presidential
information leading to the vice presidential candidates;
apprehension and sanction of (2) $100 for Student Regent
any individual responsible for candidates-should the newly
setting off a false fire alarm, elected Student Association
causing damage to fire safety president not be a Kentucky
equipment, or causing fire resident; (3) $50 for senatorial
/
safety equipment to be candidates.
In
addition,
the
amendment
inoperable.
At some universities where would require each person
there are false fire alarms, elected to file a complete and
methods used vary from (1) accurate report of all campaign
making
all
dormitory- donations of material and their
residents pay a fine, (2) having retail cost and of all monetary
head residents responsible for contributions.
O'Bryan's amendment would
turning off the alarm, and (3)
having Safety and Security cut campaign spending to (1)
responsible for turning off the $50 per ticket for presidential
and vice-presidential canalarm.
BYKENGULLETTE
Circuhition Manager

tampering with fire fighting Residence Halls are:
equipment be made offense No.
19 in the Students Handbook.
Robert
A
Babbage,
Steve Bandura. . Col. E.W.
Some members of the com- Chapman, Diane Clare, Larry
mittee felt that punishment for Cleveland, Jeannette Crockett,
the violation of this rule be Dean
Neal
Donaldson,
automatic suspension. Students Raymond Gabbard, Steve
faculty members and ad- Hurley, Jack Hutchinson..
ministrators participating on
the committee
Chuck Kelhoffer. Chad Middleton.
Dean Thomas D. Myers,
Members of Committee on
Miss
Carla
Swope.
Fire and Safety Problems in

Campaign Spending

Senate Considers Amendments

Mike .Morgan, Brandon
Nuttall. and Ruth Morgan
portray characters in Ray
Bradbury's Dandelion Wine.

Dandy Wine

Accounting Department
Lends Tax Assistance
Eastern students and people
with low incomes can now
receive free assistance in filling
out their income tax forms by
contacting VITA (Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance),
sponsored by the EKU
Accounting Club and the
Accounting Department.
Forty-four members of the
Accounting Club and Department have been taught how to
fill out income tax forms by
agents from the Internal
Revenue Service.
These
students, working in shifts of
about four, work Tuesday and
Thursday nights from 5 p.m. to
8 p.m. and Saturday mornings
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., helping
people fill out forms.
Students will also work at the
Second Presbyterian Church on
Saturday mornings, with the

exception of the Saturday
during spring break.
Claude K. Smith, Chairman of
the Accounting Club, said that
the number of people coming to
the help sessions
"was
about what we expected," but
that he could not make an accurate guess as to how many
people had been helped.
However, the volunteers are
keeping records on the number.
Smith also stated that normally a person who fills out a
tax form must sign his name if
he is paid for his work. Should
anything be incorrect on the
form, he would be liable for it.
However, a special provision is
being made for the students who
are volunteering their time.
They will not have to sign their
names nor will they be held
responsible for any mistakes.

didates; (2) $30 for Student
Regent; (3) $20 for senatorial
candidates.

Anotner proposed amendment which failed concerned
proxy votes.

In the February 20 meeting,
Steve Slade, junior physics
major
from
Cynthiana,
proposed an amendment to the
constitution that would allow
the senate to purge any
representative who had been
absent from two or more Senate
meetings without good excuse,
however, his motion failed.

In a specially called Student
Senate meeting last Monday,
the Senate decided to voice its
disapproval
ol
Easterns
president Robert R. Martin/
decision to stop publicatiojiAif
the Progress for last week by
sending a letter. The vote to
send the letter was, 26-17 on
Tuesday.

All-American, Chambers
Named Kentucky Colonel
display in a trophy case in the
Begley Building.
According to Roy Kidd,
Eastern
football
coach,
Chambers' number was retired
"because
of
his
accomplishments," among them,
being named All-Ohio Valley
Chambers, a 6'6", 250 pound
Conference
tackle for the past
senior from Mt. Clemens,
two
years;
leading
his team in
Michigan, was also honored by
tackles
and
assists
for
the past
Richmond Mayor Wallace
three
years;
being
named
to the
Maffet, who presented "Big
Time
and
Sporting
News
Wally" with the key to the city
and a citation from Governor Magazines' Ail-American
Wendell H. Ford naming teams; and just recently, being
Chambers a Kentucky Colonel. picked by the Chicago Bears in
a first round draft choice.
Number 78, officially retired
Chambers' number is the fifef
by Eastern President Robert R. football to be retired, to Coach
Martin, will be pla ced
on ..Kidd's knowledge.

Wally Chambers, Eastern
All-merican
tackle,
was
honored before the Western
basketball game by having his
football jersey, number 78,
retired from use:
«
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Academic Series
Something new for America...
Something new for you and your
students...
The Freedom Ring —individual
choice of:

SPECIAL RING DAYS

Liberal Arts

Education

THURSDAYS AND FRIDAYS
MARCH 7-8
MARCH 7-8

Birthstone
Oval or Cushion Bezel
Year of Graduation
Curriculum Major

SPECIAL OFFER 2.00 OFF YOUR
RING ORDER IF YOU ARE
WEARING YOUR
HIGH SCHOOL RING.

Individual Degree
Palmside Treatment
Color of Gold
Plus many other
individual options

Agriculture

Something newThe Freedom Ring

COME IN AND SEE YOUR NEWEST
EASTERN CLASS RINGS
CURRICULUM MAJOR
NEVER BEFORE OFFERED
S*"

'ft.

UNIVERSITY STORE
Music

KEEN JOHNSON BUILDING

•*.£

Business

